POLY SOLUTIONS FOR ZOOM
ELEVATE THE ZOOM EXPERIENCE END-TO-END
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Poly creates premium audio and video products so you can have your best Zoom meeting — anywhere, anytime, every time. Our headsets, video and audio conferencing products, desk phones, analytics software and services are beautifully designed and engineered to work simply and flexibly with Zoom, creating a one-stop shop for all your organization's personal and group collaboration device needs. With Poly, the Zoom Rooms, Zoom Meetings, and Zoom Phone experiences are better than ever.
BEST END-TO-END ZOOM EXPERIENCE

POLY IS THE ONLY VENDOR TO OFFER A COMPLETE SUITE OF ZOOM CERTIFIED DEVICES

• Wherever you interact with Zoom, Poly outfits you with beautifully designed and engineered audio and video products.
• Purpose-built solutions for Zoom Rooms help you get up and running in minutes.
• Poly desk, conference and speakerphones are certified for Zoom Phone—elevating the audio conferencing experience for every Zoom Phone user.
• Poly headsets deliver crazy good audio—so you can command the conversation with confidence in Zoom Meetings and on Zoom Phone calls.

OUR VALUE TO OUR CUSTOMERS AND PARTNERS

• Business leaders—Poly and Zoom bring you and your teams more ways to communicate, collaborate and improve productivity
• IT managers—Poly devices are easy-to-install and manage—built with Zoom in mind.
• Business partners—Today’s Poly and Zoom users are on the go and at their desks. Our global support team helps them wherever they are.
• Poly Services ensures the best experience throughout your journey. From planning and design, implementation and in-life support Poly services will accelerate your route to happiness.
ZOOM ROOMS SOLUTIONS

LEVEL UP HUDDLE SPACES AND CONFERENCE ROOMS WITH POLY
**IDEAL FOR**
Small rooms that need a premium all-in-one video video bar.

**POLY STUDIO X30**
- Poly DirectorAI smart camera technology with pinpoint-accurate automatic framing and tracking.
- 4K Ultra HD camera with 121° DFOV, 110° HFOV.
- Block out audio distractions with Acoustic Fence and NoiseBlockAI technologies.
- Wi-Fi connectivity for content sharing and device management.
- Cloud video apps such as Zoom and Microsoft Teams built right in — no PC or Mac required.
- Tripod-ready design and optional wall and VESA mounts.

**IDEAL FOR**
Medium rooms that need to connect to multiple Video-as-a-Service (VaaS) platforms over USB.

**POLY STUDIO**
- Poly DirectorAI smart camera technology with pinpoint-accurate automatic framing and tracking.
- 4K Ultra HD camera with 120° DFOV, 110° HFOV.
- Advanced microphone array covering up to 15 ft and stereo speakers.
- Wi-Fi connectivity for content sharing and device management.
- Powerful Poly signature audio covering up to 12 ft/3.6 m mic pickup range.
- Simple USB connection to a PC or Mac to use with any video app or cloud service.

**IDEAL FOR**
Small rooms that need an easy-to-use USB video bar.

**POLY STUDIO R30**
- Poly DirectorAI smart camera technology with pinpoint-accurate automatic framing and tracking.
- 4K Ultra HD camera with 120° DFOV, 110° HFOV.
- Block out audio distractions with Acoustic Fence and NoiseBlockAI technologies.
- Wi-Fi connectivity or USB connection for device management.
- Powerful Poly signature audio covering up to 12 ft/3.6 m mic pickup range.
- Simple USB connection to a PC or Mac to use with any video app or cloud service.
- Tripod-ready design and optional wall and VESA mounts.
IDEAL FOR
Medium to large rooms needing a custom designed video conferencing solution.

POLY G7500
- Poly DirectorAI smart camera technology with pinpoint-accurate automatic framing and tracking.
- Dual cameras with 4K Ultra HD sensors.
- Poly NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies keep out audio distractions.
- Wi-Fi connectivity for content sharing and device management.
- Includes Poly Studio E70, TC8 touch controller, G7500 codec and Bluetooth Remote.
- Native support for cloud video platforms — no PC or Mac required.

IDEAL FOR
Medium to large conference rooms that need all-in-one video conferencing.

POLY STUDIO X70
- Poly DirectorAI smart camera technology with pinpoint-accurate automatic framing and tracking.
- Dual cameras with 4K Ultra HD sensors.
- Poly NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies keep out audio distractions.
- Wi-Fi connectivity for content sharing and device management.
- Two-way stereo speakers, aluminum cone tweeters, and advanced bass ports.
- Cloud video apps such as Zoom and Microsoft Teams built right in — no PC or Mac required.

IDEAL FOR
Medium rooms that need all-in-one video conferencing.

POLY STUDIO X50
- Poly DirectorAI smart camera technology with pinpoint-accurate automatic framing and tracking.
- 4K Ultra HD camera with 121° DFOV, 110° HFOV.
- Block out audio distractions with Acoustic Fence and NoiseBlockAI technologies.
- Wi-Fi connectivity for content sharing and device management.
- Dual display support to see people and content in full size.
- Cloud video apps such as Zoom and Microsoft Teams built right in — no PC or Mac required.
IDEAL FOR
Mid- to large-size rooms that need simple-to-deploy video.

MEDIALIGN

• UHD LED single or dual displays with integrated speakers.
• Poly DirectorAI smart camera technology with pinpoint-accurate automatic framing and tracking.
• Dual cameras with 4K Ultra HD sensors.
• Poly NoiseBlockAI and Acoustic Fence technologies keep out audio distractions.
• Wi-Fi connectivity for content sharing and device management.
• Native support for cloud video platforms — no PC or Mac required.
ZOOM PHONE SOLUTIONS
IDEAL FOR
Managers and executives who want integrated video calling.

IDEAL FOR
Managers and executives who want a larger screen.

IDEAL FOR
Knowledge workers.

CCX 700
- 7-inch multi-touch LCD display.
- Poly HD Voice, Acoustic Fence and NoiseBlockAI technologies.
- 2 x 10/100/1000 (GigE), 2 USB ports (type A and type C), integrated Bluetooth and Wi-Fi.
- Your choice of handset model or no handset model for use with headset.
- Video with integrated 4 megapixel autofocus camera with privacy shutter.

CCX 600
- 7-inch multi-touch LCD display.
- Poly HD Voice, Acoustic Fence and NoiseBlockAI technologies.
- 2 x 10/100/1000 (GigE), 2 USB ports (type A and type C), integrated Bluetooth and Wi-Fi.
- Your choice of handset model or no handset model for use with headset.
- Optional EagleEye Mini camera kit.

CCX 500/505
- 5-inch multi-touch LCD display.
- Poly HD Voice, Acoustic Fence and NoiseBlockAI technologies.
- 2 x 10/100/1000 (GigE), 2 USB ports (type A and type C), integrated Bluetooth technology.
- Your choice of handset model or no handset model for use with headset.
- Easy to install anywhere: Wi-Fi included (CCX 505).
IDEAL FOR
Office workers or common area phones.

CCX 400

- Poly HD Voice, Acoustic Fence and NoiseBlockAI technologies.
- 2 x 10/100/1000 (GigE), 1 x type A USB port.
- Your choice of handset model or no handset model for use with headset.
- Optional wall mount kit is available for wall mounting use cases.
IDEAL FOR
Executives, managers, team admins and receptionists requiring an executive class phone.

POLY EDGE E500 SERIES
- 12-line keys supporting up to 48 lines, features, and contacts.
- Large 5” color display.
- Poly NoiseBlockAI and Poly Acoustic Fence technologies.
- Integrated Bluetooth technology for mobile phone or headset pairing (E550).
- Text-to-speech and new accessibility options.
- Surround light status indicator with RGB mixing.
- Up to two optional Poly Edge E Expansion Modules.
- NFC technology for advanced feature integrations.

IDEAL FOR
Office managers, admins and users who require additional contacts.

POLY EDGE E400 SERIES
- 8-line keys (main display) with a second integrated 6-key display supporting up to 32 lines, features and contacts.
- Bright 3.5” color display.
- Poly NoiseBlockAI and Poly Acoustic Fence technologies.
- Integrated Bluetooth for mobile phone or headset pairing (E450).
- Text-to-speech and new accessibility options.
- Surround light status indicator with RGB mixing.
- Optional Poly Edge E expansion module supported.
- NFC technology for advanced feature integrations.

IDEAL FOR
Flexible workers in the office or home office.

POLY EDGE E300 SERIES
- 8-line keys supporting up to 32 lines, features and contacts.
- Bright 3.5” color display.
- Poly NoiseBlockAI and Poly Acoustic Fence technologies.
- Integrated Bluetooth for mobile phone or headset pairing (E320,E350).
- Text-to-speech and new accessibility options.
- Surround light status indicator with RGB mixing.
POLY EDGE E220

- 4-line keys supporting up to 16 lines, features and contacts.
- Bright 2.8" color display.
- Poly NoiseBlockAI and Poly Acoustic Fence technologies.
- Integrated Bluetooth technology for mobile phone or headset pairing.
- Text-to-speech and new accessibility options.
- Light bar status indicator with RGB color mixing.
- Two position stand and wall mount option included.

IDEAL FOR
Flexible workers in common areas who prefer the option to use a Bluetooth headset.

POLY EDGE E100

- 2-line keys supporting up to 8 lines, features and contacts.
- Bright 2.8" color display.
- Poly NoiseBlockAI and Poly Acoustic Fence technologies.
- Text-to-speech and new accessibility options.
- Light bar status indicator with RGB color mixing.
- Two position stand and wall mount option included.

IDEAL FOR
Lobbies and common area users.
POLY EDGE B30

• 4 line keys; 16 lines supported.
• Poly HD Voice and hands-free speakerphone with proven acoustic echo cancellation and background noise suppression technology.
• Lightbar status indicator.
• Illuminated mute, headset, speaker buttons.
• Easy installation on desk or wall with 2-position desk stand and included wall mount hardware.
• Power over Ethernet.
• Supported by Poly Lens.

IDEAL FOR
Knowledge workers and managers who place a moderate amount of calls or small offices who desire a modern multi-line desk phone.

POLY EDGE B20

• 2 line keys; 8 lines supported.
• Poly HD Voice and hands-free speakerphone with proven acoustic echo cancellation and background noise suppression technology.
• Lightbar status indicator.
• Illuminated mute, headset, speaker buttons.
• Easy installation on desk or wall with 2-position desk stand and included wall mount hardware.
• Power over Ethernet.
• Supported by Poly Lens.

IDEAL FOR
Office professionals, frontline staff, and retail clerks who need a modern and reliable wired telephone.

POLY EDGE B10

• 2 line keys; 8 lines supported.
• Poly HD Voice and hands-free speakerphone with proven acoustic echo cancellation and background noise suppression technology.
• Lightbar status indicator.
• Illuminated mute, headset, speaker buttons.
• Easy installation on desk or wall with 2-position desk stand and included wall mount hardware.
• PSU in-box.
• Supported by Poly Lens.

IDEAL FOR
Office professionals, frontline staff, and retail clerks who need a modern and reliable wired telephone.
ZOOM PHONE

IDEAL FOR
Knowledge workers and managers who place a moderate amount of calls or small offices who desire multi-line key system configurations.

### VVX 250
- 4-line, basic IP desk phone with color display.
- 2.8" color LCD screen (320x240 pixel resolution).
- Poly HD Voice and Poly Acoustic Fence technology.
- 2 x 10/100/1000 (GigE) ports, USB port (type A), and RJ-9 headset port.
- Integrated Microban® antimicrobial product protection and ENERGY STAR certified.
- Power over Ethernet.
- Wi-Fi support with optional OBiWiFi5G USB adapter.

### VVX 350
- 6-line, mid-range IP desk phone with color display.
- 3.5" color LCD (320x240 pixel resolution).
- Poly HD Voice and Poly Acoustic Fence technology.
- 2 x 10/100/1000 (GigE) ports, 2 USB ports (type A), and RJ-9 headset port.
- Integrated Microban® antimicrobial product protection and ENERGY STAR certified.
- Power over Ethernet.
- Wi-Fi support with optional OBiWiFi5G USB adapter.

### VVX 450
- 12-line, performance IP desk phone with color display.
- 4.3" color LCD (480x272 pixel resolution).
- Poly HD Voice and Poly Acoustic Fence technology.
- 2 x 10/100/1000 (GigE) ports, 2 USB ports (type A), and RJ-9 headset port.
- Integrated Microban® antimicrobial product protection and ENERGY STAR certified.
- Power over Ethernet.
- Wi-Fi support with optional OBiWiFi5G USB adapter.

Office professionals, frontline staff, and retail clerks who need a reliable wired telephone.

### IDEAL FOR
Knowledge workers whose work demand reliable connectivity and who place a moderate volume of calls.

### VVX 350
- 6-line, mid-range IP desk phone with color display.
- 3.5" color LCD (320x240 pixel resolution).
- Poly HD Voice and Poly Acoustic Fence technology.
- 2 x 10/100/1000 (GigE) ports, 2 USB ports (type A), and RJ-9 headset port.
- Integrated Microban® antimicrobial product protection and ENERGY STAR certified.
- Power over Ethernet.
- Wi-Fi support with optional OBiWiFi5G USB adapter.

Knowledge workers whose work demand reliable connectivity and who place a moderate volume of calls.

### VVX 450
- 12-line, performance IP desk phone with color display.
- 4.3" color LCD (480x272 pixel resolution).
- Poly HD Voice and Poly Acoustic Fence technology.
- 2 x 10/100/1000 (GigE) ports, 2 USB ports (type A), and RJ-9 headset port.
- Integrated Microban® antimicrobial product protection and ENERGY STAR certified.
- Power over Ethernet.
- Wi-Fi support with optional OBiWiFi5G USB adapter.

Office professionals, frontline staff, and retail clerks who need a reliable wired telephone.

### IDEAL FOR
Knowledge workers and managers who place a moderate amount of calls or small offices who desire multi-line key system configurations.

### VVX 250
- 4-line, basic IP desk phone with color display.
- 2.8" color LCD screen (320x240 pixel resolution).
- Poly HD Voice and Poly Acoustic Fence technology.
- 2 x 10/100/1000 (GigE) ports, USB port (type A), and RJ-9 headset port.
- Integrated Microban® antimicrobial product protection and ENERGY STAR certified.
- Power over Ethernet.
- Wi-Fi support with optional OBiWiFi5G USB adapter.

Knowledge workers and managers who place a moderate amount of calls or small offices who desire multi-line key system configurations.

### VVX 350
- 6-line, mid-range IP desk phone with color display.
- 3.5" color LCD (320x240 pixel resolution).
- Poly HD Voice and Poly Acoustic Fence technology.
- 2 x 10/100/1000 (GigE) ports, 2 USB ports (type A), and RJ-9 headset port.
- Integrated Microban® antimicrobial product protection and ENERGY STAR certified.
- Power over Ethernet.
- Wi-Fi support with optional OBiWiFi5G USB adapter.

Knowledge workers and managers who place a moderate amount of calls or small offices who desire multi-line key system configurations.
TRIO C60

- PC/mobile phone via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth 4.0.
- Three MEMS microphones for 360 degree mic pick up.
- Up to 20 ft/6.1 m.
- 5" color touch display.
- Call answer/end, mute, volume up/down, local three-way audio conferencing, DND function, and one-touch speed dial and meeting join.
- Up to 3 wireless daisy-chain.
- NoiseBlockAI technology.

TRIO 8800

- PC/mobile phone via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth 4.0.
- Three cardioid microphones.
- Up to 20 ft/6.1 m.
- 5" color touch display.
- Call answer/end, mute, volume up/down, local three-way audio conferencing, DND function, and one-touch speed dial and meeting join.
- Up to 3 wireless daisy-chain.
- NoiseBlock technology.
IDEAL FOR
Shift-based users who need to communicate throughout their workplace.

POLY ROVE FAMILY

• 2.4-inch color HD display.
• Scalable solution capable of supporting 1-1,000 handsets.
• Indoor: Up to 165 ft/50 m.
• Outdoor: Up to 980 ft/300 m.
• Up to 18 hours talk time and up to 300 hours standby.
• Integrated Microban® antimicrobial product protection and ruggedized IP65-rated handsets.
POLY SYNC 40

- PC via USB-A or USB-C cable (using included adapter), wirelessly via included BT700 adapter (Poly Sync 40+) or smartphone with Bluetooth technology.
- Three-microphone steerable array.
- Up to 8 ft/2.5 m.
- Call answer/end, mute, volume up/down, programmable function button.
- IP64 dust-and water-resistant.

POLY SYNC 60

- PC via combined USB-A and USB-C cable or your mobile phone with Bluetooth technology.
- Six-microphone steerable array.
- Up to 10 ft/3 m.
- Call answer/end, mute, volume up/down, programmable function button.
- Up to 2 wireless daisy-chain.
- Full duplex audio with noise and echo reduction.

IDEAL FOR

Huddle rooms needing a USB Bluetooth smart speakerphone.

IDEAL FOR

Small to mid-size conference rooms where users bring their own laptops/smartphones.
PERSONAL WORKSPACE

ENJOY ZOOM AT THE DESK, AT HOME, IN THE OFFICE, OR ON THE GO
POLY STUDIO P21

• FHD 21.5 inch LCD Monitor.
• Stereo speakers and directional microphone.
• Easy-to-connect USB device.
• Adjustable, dynamic ambient lighting.
• Wireless mobile phone charging.

POLY STUDIO P15

• 4K Ultra HD camera with 90° FOV.
• Powerful integrated speaker and multi-microphone array.
• Easy-to-connect USB device.
• Block out audio distractions with Acoustic Fence and NoiseBlockAI technologies.
• Integrated privacy shutter.
• Automatic camera framing.

POLY STUDIO P5

• 1080p FHD camera with 80° DFOV.
• Built-in directional microphone.
• Easy-to-connect USB device.
• Automatic low-light compensation.
• Integrated privacy shutter.

IDEAL FOR

Users who want the simplicity of one integrated device that delivers everything needed for video calls.

IDEAL FOR

A premium video and audio experience for an enclosed personal workspace.

IDEAL FOR

Users who need a webcam that is easy to setup and use.
VOYAGER FOCUS 2
- Connect to your desk phone (with optional Voyager Office base), PC/Mac or your mobile phone with Bluetooth.
- Over-the-head (stereo).
- Advanced multiple microphone noise-canceling with Acoustic Fence technology in a discreet boom.
- Call answer/end, mute, volume +/-, 3-position ANC switch.
- Three levels of Advanced Digital Hybrid ANC.
- Stay connected all day with charging base options.

VOYAGER 8200 UC
- Connect to your PC/Mac or your mobile phone with Bluetooth.
- Over-the-head (stereo).
- Four boomless mics.
- Call answer/ignore/end, mute, volume +/-.
- Smart sensors route, auto-answer, and auto-mute calls.

VOYAGER 6200 UC
- Connect to your PC/Mac or your mobile phone with Bluetooth.
- Neckband with ear buds.
- Four boomless omnidirectional mics.
- Call answer/ignore/end, mute, volume +/-.
- Neckband vibrates to alert you to incoming calls.

IDEAL FOR
- Office and home office professionals who need a premium stereo Bluetooth headset.
- Professionals who work in distracting environments, on-the-go or in the office/home office.
- Office and remote professionals who need an earbud wearing style.
IDEAL FOR
Enterprise and call center professionals who need to connect to desk phones, PCs, and/or mobile devices.

SAVI 8200 OFFICE SERIES
- Three-way connectivity base — computer, desk phone, and mobile calls.
- Over-the-head (stereo, monaural) or convertible.
- Noise-canceling microphone with close conversation limiting.
- Call answer/end, mute, volume +/-.
- Only DECT™ headset with active noise canceling (Savi 8220).

SAVI 8200 UC SERIES
- One-way only connectivity — computer.
- Over-the-head (stereo, monaural) or convertible.
- Noise-canceling microphone with close conversation limiting.
- Call answer/end, mute, volume +/-.
- Only DECT™ headset with active noise canceling (Savi 8220).

SAVI 7300 OFFICE SERIES
- Two-way connectivity — computer and desk phone.
- Over-the-head (stereo, monaural).
- Noise-canceling microphone with Poly Acoustic Fence technology.
- Call answer/end, mute, volume +/-.
- Up to 2x more density than other DECT™ headsets.
- Designed to meet the DECT™ Security Step C — the highest security level from DECT™ Forum.

IDEAL FOR
Enterprise and call center professionals who need to connect to PCs only.

Use in financial, medical, and government, where Bluetooth® technology is typically banned.
AT THE DESK
CORDED HEADSETS

IDEAL FOR
Professionals in the distracting open office/home office looking for a premium solution.

BLACKWIRE 8225
- Connects via USB-A or USB-C.
- Over-the-head (stereo).
- Flexible, noise-canceling microphone with Poly Acoustic Fence technology.
- Intuitive inline controls for call answer/end, mute, volume +/-.
- Three levels of Advanced Digital Hybrid ANC.

IDEAL FOR
High call volume knowledge workers needing a corded headset for PC and Chromebook telephony.

BLACKWIRE 5200 SERIES
- Connects via USB-A, USB-C or 3.5 mm.
- Over-the-head (monaural or stereo).
- Noise-canceling microphone along with enhanced digital signal processing (DSP).
- Intuitive inline controls for call answer/end, mute, volume +/-.
- All-day comfort. A lightweight cushioned metal headband offers durability and a comfortable custom fit.

IDEAL FOR
Knowledge workers who need a modern, stylish corded headset for PC and Chromebook telephony.

BLACKWIRE 3300 SERIES
- Connects via USB-A, USB-C or 3.5 mm (BW3315/3325).
- Over-the-head (monaural or stereo).
- Noise-canceling microphone.
- Intuitive inline controls for call answer/end, mute, volume +/-.
- Connect quickly and easily.
ON THE GO
BLUETOOTH WIRELESS HEADSETS

VOYAGER 5200 UC

- Connect to your PC/Mac or your mobile phone with Bluetooth.
- Over-the-ear.
- Four omni-directional mics with WindSmart technology.
- Call answer/end, mute, volume up/down.
- Range of up to 75 m/250 ft (line of sight) using Class 1 Bluetooth technology.

IDEAL FOR
Mobile professionals who need a discreet, portable Bluetooth headset.

VOYAGER 4300 UC SERIES

- Connect to your desk phone (with optional Voyager Office base), PC/Mac or your mobile phone with Bluetooth.
- Over-the-head (monaural or stereo).
- Flexible noise-canceling boom with dual microphone Acoustic Fence technology.
- Call answer/ignore/end, mute, volume +/-.
- Stay connected all day with charging base options.

IDEAL FOR
Office and hybrid professionals who prefer the freedom of hands-free calls all day.
ON THE GO SPEAKERPHONE

IDEAL FOR
Enterprise professionals who split time between corporate office, home office, and travel.

POLY SYNC 20
- PC via USB-A or USB-C cable (using included adapter), wirelessly via included BT700 adapter (Poly Sync 20+) or smartphone with Bluetooth technology.
- Three-microphone steerable array.
- Up to 7 ft/2 m.
- Call answer/end, mute, volume up/down, programmable function button.
- IP64 dust-and water-resistant.

IDEAL FOR
Enterprise professionals who want to turn any home office into a conference room.

POLY SYNC 10
- PC via integrated USB-A cable and included USB-C adapter.
- Two-microphone steerable array.
- Up to 5 ft/1.5 m.
- Call answer/end, mute, volume up/down.
- IP64 dust-and water-resistant.
CALL CENTER
AT HOME OR IN THE OFFICE
ENCOREPRO 700 SERIES

- USB and Quick Disconnect (QD) models available for ultimate flexibility in connection.
- Over-the-head (stereo, monaural) or convertible.
- High-quality wideband stereo audio support with SoundGuard Digital hearing protection (USB only).
- Premium materials provide strength and all-day comfort.
- Extendable boom for maximum voice pickup and noise cancellation.

ENCOREPRO 500 SERIES

- USB and Quick Disconnect (QD) models available for ultimate flexibility in connection.
- Over-the-head (stereo, monaural) or convertible.
- High-quality wideband audio support with SoundGuard hearing protection.
- Audible and visual cues for optimal boom positioning.
- Aircraft-grade aluminum joints; unibody boom construction.

ENCOREPRO 300 SERIES

- USB and Quick Disconnect (QD) models available for ultimate flexibility in connection.
- Over-the-head (stereo, monaural) or convertible.
- Flexible noise-canceling microphone boom.
- Acoustic protection with G616 and TWA (USB only).
- Unique dynamic mute alert (USB only) and hi-fi stereo for media playback (USB only).

IDEAL FOR

Contact center employees who need a premium all-day headset.

Contact center employees who need an all-day headset.

Contact center employees who need a cost sensitive all-day headset.
CALL CENTER

CONTENTS
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IDEAL FOR

Connecting headsets to PC softphones in contact centers.

IDEAL FOR

Contact centers integrating desk phones and PC based applications.

IDEAL FOR

Office-based and contact center professionals who require continuous battery life and the ability to move throughout the office.

DA SERIES

• USB-A and USB-C on the same cable.
• Superior noise and echo cancellation for richer, clearer conversations.
• Call controls and Quick Disconnect (QD) for walkaway convenience.
• Full compatibility for any Poly QD headset, future-proofing your investment.
• Intelligent headset recognition dynamically tunes audio performance to your headset.

MDA500 QD SERIES

• Allows customer service representatives to take calls on desk phones or softphones.
• Superior noise and echo cancellation.
• Independent volume and mute and call answer/end controls at your fingertips.
• Comprehensive desk phone compatibility with Electronic Hook Switch (EHS) integration.
• Visual mute and call status indicators.
• Seamlessly integrate mixed-call environments.

VOYAGER 4245 OFFICE

• The lightest Bluetooth headset for contact center use.
• Three wearing options in a single SKU.
• Noise-canceling microphone.
• Microsoft Teams version with dedicated Teams button for instant access.
• Continuous battery life*.

*Use of spare charged battery required
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POLY LENS

- Quick and easy device onboarding.
- Single sign-on for easy account access.
- Intelligent news-feed like device highlights identifying the most important actions and insights.
- Multi-view, comprehensive inventory tables with filters.
- Individual or bulk management through device policy provisioning.
- Efficient cloud service requires no capital expense purchasing, powering and maintaining servers.

POLY LENS APP

- In-app customization for personal device settings to meet your collaborative needs and workstyle.
- Built-in notices for software availability.
- Customized reminders to stay healthy throughout the day while at your desk.
- Never lose your personal Bluetooth device with Find MyDevice.
- Focus audio for a more productive day at your desk.
- Easily access self-help guides, support information to minimize disruption to your workday.

IDEAL FOR

Enterprises needing cloud-based insights and management of Poly’s latest voice, video, and headsets.

IDEAL FOR

A single app for the end-user to customize their compatible personal devices to how they work.
SUPPORT, PROFESSIONAL, AND MANAGED SERVICES
IDEAL FOR
IT professionals responsible for collaboration solutions, and for the prosumer working from home and looking for a high quality experience.

POLY+

- Unlimited, global 24x7 technical support giving you and your teams help how and when needed.
- Ecosystem Cloud Partner Support improves response times in Poly-enabled ecosystem cloud solutions.
- **Advance hardware replacement** means that you can replace your device/s with pre-paid next business day shipping, ensuring business continuity.
- Exclusive professional services discounts available to save your business time and money with special discounts.
- Experience upgraded access to premium features elevating your collaborative experience with IT tools, device-specific enhancements, and capabilities all delivering a superior user experience and greater adoption across your entire enterprise.

IDEAL FOR
IT directors who need help realizing the benefits underpinning their UC business case.

PLAN & DESIGN

- Plan the optimal solution to reduce deployment risks.
- Plan and design a solution aligned to your business objectives.
- Have peace of mind that your UC strategy is aligned for future business requirements.
- Drive adoption to realize the benefits which underpin your business case.
- Flexible capability supported by a multi-disciplinary team of consultants capable of delivering in the most demanding environments.

IDEAL FOR
IT directors looking to convert their plan into reality and quickly achieve the anticipated benefits.

DEPLOYMENT

- Ability to support proof of concepts to demonstrate the solution working in your environment.
- Seamless migration from proof of concept into your production environment.
- Expedite your return on investment by adding Poly experts to your team to fill any capability gaps.
- Remote and onsite options available for voice and video.
IDEAL FOR
IT directors who want to extract additional value from your existing investments.

OPTIMIZATION
- Optimize your communication and collaboration solutions so they perform at the highest level.
- Troubleshoot challenges with your wider environment such as network, security, or your cloud platform(s) of choice.
- Family of off-the-shelf business apps to improve end user productivity and streamline administration tasks.

IDEAL FOR
IT pros and leaders looking to maximize the value of their headset investment.

HEADSET SERVICES
- A suite of services for better planning, headset deployment, adoption, longevity, and replacement.
- Minimize wireless interference in workspaces with density analysis.
- Smooth installation and deployment, with end user assistance to accelerate adoption and productivity.
- Maximize headset life and accurately manage inventory.

IDEAL FOR
IT directors looking to outsource the hosting and day-to-day managing of their UC solutions.

MANAGED SERVICES
- Remotely monitor and manage the performance of your collaboration solution.
- Provide predictable network reliability, availability, and security for your mission critical collaboration solution.
- End-to-end, turnkey solution for Microsoft Teams and Zoom.
- 24x7 global coverage.
- Private hosted options available.